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Abstract:  

The main intension of opinion min ing is collecting the online reviews about the product, social networks informal text. A rec ent 

approach is based on the partially supervised alignment model for identifying the opinion relations as an alignment process has 

been to satisfy the long span relations. To accurately mine the opinion relations among words, the Word Alignment Model 

(WAM) and is used and to progress the error propagation, the graph based co-ranking algorithm is motivated. The study of 

collective behavior is to understand how individuals behave in a social networking environment. As we come across, Oceans of 

data generated by social media like  WhatsApp, Facebook, Twitter, Flickr, Instagram , Hike  and YouTube present opportunities 

and challenges to study collective behavior on a large scale data. In this work, we aim to learn to predict collective behavior in 

social media. 

 

Index Terms: Collective Behaviour, Data mining, Opin ion min ing, Opinion target, Opinion word, PSWAM, WAM. 

 
I. INTRODUCTION 

Opinion withdrawal is the ground of learning that detects the 

people opinions, sentiments, appraisals and emotion to side of 

the entities such as products, services. The important purpose 

is to assemble the opinion of the products from the online 

review websites. The appearance of user-generated content via 

social media had an impact on the business -related 

environment. The social media has shifted the content 

publishing from business towards the customer with the 

explosive growth of social media for like microblogs, amazon, 

flipkart. On the web, each persons and organizations are more 

and more using the content in these media for decision 

making. Each place typically contains a huge ability of 

opinion text. The average human reader will have difficulty in 

identifying the relevant sites and extracting and summarizing 

the opinions in them. So computerized sentiment analysis 

systems are needed. Generally, sentiment analysis has been 

classified at three levels. First level is document level, features 

whether a whole opin ion document expresses a positive or 

negative opinion about the product. Second level is sentence 

level, gives whether each sentence express a positive, negative 

or neutral opinion. Third level is aspect level, performs a fine 

grained arrangement of estimation about the product.  In 

opinion min ing, the fundamental subtasks are extracting the 

opinion word and opinion target. Opinion word is a verb or it 

is an unique scale. Opinion target is a noun or noun phrases 

states as the object about which user communicate their 

opinions For example this phone has an amazing and big 

screen Here, the customers expects to know whether this 

review express the positive opinion or negative opinion about 

the phone. To obtain this goal, the extract ion of opinion word 

and opinion target should be estimated. After that, an opinion 

target list and an opinion word list should be extracted. In 

above example, the screen is the opinion target and the 

amazing and big are opinion words. 

 

1.1 Collective behaviour 

The development in computing and message technologies 

provides people to get together and provide information in 

pioneering ways. Social networking sites (a phenomenon) 

sanction people of different ages and backgrounds with new 

typrs of association ,collaborations, communication and 

collective intelligence. Phenomenal numbers of online 

volunteers collaboratively write encyclopaedia articles of 

extraordinary scope and scale online marketplaces suggest 

products by identifying user shopping behavior and 

interactions and political movements also take advantage of 

new forms of engagement and collective action. In the same 

progression, social media provides heaps opportunities to 

study human interactions, communicat ions and collective 

behavior on an extraord inary scale. In this topic we study how 

networks in social media can help pred ict some individual 

behaviors and individual taste and aspects. In Range, g iven the 

behavior of some  individuals in a network, how can we 

conclude the behavior of other individuals in the same social 

network . 

1.2 Motivation: 

The motivation to do this paper is the rapid development of 

internet, an massive range of product reviews quadrangle 

measure coming up on the net. From these reviews, customers 

will acquire first-hand assessments of product information and 

direct supervision of their purchase actions. In the meantime, 

makers will obtain instantaneous feedback and opportunities 

to improve the quality of their product in a very timely 

approach Thus, min ing opinions from on-line rev iews has 

develop into join together degree progressively recent activity 

and has attracted an outstanding arrangement of attention from 

researchers. This made us to get motivated to this paper with 

lots of applications. 

 

1.3 Organization:  

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. A brief literature 

of related works is presented in section 2. Problem defin ition 

and objectives is discussed in section 3.Section 4 relates the 

system architecture .The mathematical model and proposed 

algorithm are discussed in section 5.Experimental results and 

Performance is obtainable in section 6 .Future work is 

discussed in section 7 and at last concluding the paper in next 

part. 
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I. LITERATURE S URVEY 

Hu,Liu et al.,[1] it goals to summarize all the customer 

reviews of a product. It only focus on mining opinion/creation 

the reviewers have commented on. It p lan to group description 

according to the strength of the opinions that have been 

spoken on them, e.g., to determine quality customers 

powerfully like and dislike. Drawback is makes it very hard 

for a possible customer to read them to help him or her to 

make a conclusion on whether neither to buy the product nor 

to leave. 

 

Hu, Liu et al., [2] to mine and to summarize all the Reviews. 

This summarization task only mine the features of the product 

on which the customers have expressed their opinions and the 

algorithms used here are Orientation Prediction. Advantages 

Results indicate that proposed techniques are very promising 

in performing their tasks. Summarizing the rev iews is not only 

useful to common shoppers, but also crucial to product 

manufacturers and drawbacks are the number of reviews can 

be in hundreds or even thousands. This makes it difficult for a 

potential customer to read them. Qiu,Hu et al.,[3] This Paper 

propose a propagation approach to extract opinion words and 

targets iteratively given only a seed opinion lexicon of small  

size. The extraction is performed using identified relations 

between opinion words and targets, and also opinion 

words/targets themselves. The results show this approach 

outperforms other state-of-the-art methods in these two tasks. 

Bo Wang et al., [4] paper is concentrated on identify features 

and opinion words in Chinese reviews. Identifying product 

features and opinions are induced by each other and are 

combined in a unified process. An iterative learning 294 

strategy based on context-dependence property is proposed to 

learn product features and opinion words. Disadvantages are 

its time-consuming to read all reviews in person. As a result, 

it’s significant to mine customer reviews automatically and to 

provide users with opinion summary.     

Zang et al.,[3] Proposed a new method to deal with  the 

problems of the state-of-art of  double propagation method 

feature extraction here we  using web page ranking algorithm 

and the advantages plan to study the problem of ext racting 

features that are verbs or verb phrases. 

Liu,Xu et al.,[4]  proposes a novel graph-based approach to 

extract opinion target our method can capture opinion 

relations more precisely and  be more effective for opinion 

target extraction, especially for large informal Web corpora 

capture opinion relations more precisely, especially for long-

span relations Gragh Based Algorithm used here . In 

particular, compared with previous syntax-based methods, our 

method can effectively avoid noises from parsing errors when 

dealing with informal texts in  large Web corpora. Opinion 

target was regarded to have opinion relations with the 

surrounding opinion words in a given window. However, 

because of the limitation of window size, opinion relations 

cannot be captured precisely. 

Ding,liu et al.,[5]  This holistic lexicon-based approach to  

solving the problem by exploit ing  external evidences and 

linguistic conventions of natural language expressions. This 

approach allows the system to handle opinion words that are 

context dependent, which cause major d ifficult ies for existing. 

Experimental results using a benchmark product review data 

set and some additional reviews show that the proposed 

technique is highly effective. It outperforms existing methods 

significantly. 

Wu,Zhang et al.,[7]  we described our work on mining 

opinions from unstructured documents. Wefocused on 

extracting relations between product features and opinion 

expressions. defined the phrase dependency parsing and 

proposed an approach to construct the phrase dependency 

trees. Advantage are Comparing with the former one, opinion 

mining usually produces richer informat ion. Some researchers 

refer this information extraction task as opinion extraction or 

opinion min ing. 

Zhang,li, et al.,[8] it  gives a concept of superficial dependency 

parsing , which extends conventional dependency parsing to 

phrase level. This perception is then implemented for 

extracting relat ion between product character , quality and 

expressions of opinions. Experimental Performance show that 

the min ing task can benefit from shallow dependency parsing. 

Obtaining this information and predicting this content is an 

tedious task if it were to be physically done. 

Zang et al.,[9] Proposed a new method to deal with  the 

problems of the state-of-art of  double propagation method 

feature extraction here we  using web page ranking algorithm 

and the advantages plan to study the problem of ext racting 

features that are verbs or verb phrases . 

Brown et al., [10] a statistical approach to ma- Chinese 

translation from French to English. In the latter of these 

papers, they sketch     an algorithm for estimat ing the 

probability that an English word will be translated into any 

particular French word and show that such probabilit ies, once 

estimated, can be used together with a statistical model of the 

translation process to align the words  in an English sentence 

with the words in its French traces with   word  aligned   in 

this way offer a valuable resource for work in bilingual 

lexicography and machine translation 

Liu,Xu et al.,[11] presented a monolingual word alignment 

method to extract collocations from monolingual corpus paper 

is that the well studied bilingual statistical word alignment 

method is successfully adapted to monolingual  scenario for 

collocation extract ion. It exp licit ly models the co-occurring 

frequencies and position information of word pairs. Human 

evaluation on the extracted Chinese collocations shows that 

69% of the long-span (>6) co llocations are correct  

Liu,Chen et al.,[12] propose the word  trigger method for 

social tag suggestion based on word alignment in statistical 

machine translation. WTM is effect ive and robust compared 

with other methods. Moreover, WTM is relatively simple and 

efficient, which is practical for Web application 

Bu luja et al.,[13] we present a novel method based upon the 

analysis of the entire user–video graph to provide personalized 

video suggestions for users. Exploring the use of this 

procedure in numerous domains, including advertiser 

targeting, product recommendations, labeling web-images, 

and detecting threads and story-lines in news stories 

Liu,Xu et al.,[14] PSWAM  in a monolingual scenario to mine 

opinion relat ions in  sentences and estimate the as sociations 

between words. PSWAM can effectively avoid parsing errors 

when dealing with in formal sentences in online reviews and 

compared with the methods using unsupervised alignment 

model. These syntax-based methods which heavily depended 
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on the parsing performance would suffer from parsing errors 

and often don’t work well 

Wee,Wie et al.,[15] This paper reported our work on 

annotating Chinese texts with in formation structures derived 

HowNet. The more powerful linguistic structures will help in 

improving the accuracy of parsing. This is especially true to 

isolating language such as Chinese. The recovery of this 

informat ion will be the main issues to be resolved at the final 

stage. 

Zhe, wang et al.,[16] This paper presents an unsupervised 

approach to aspect-based opinion polling from raw textual 

reviews without exp licit  ratings. The key contribution of this 

paper is three-fold. A multi-aspect bootstrapping algorithm is 

proposed to learn from  unlabeled  data  aspect-related terms of 

each aspect to be used for aspect identification. Experiments 

on real Chinese restaurant reviews show that our opinion 

polling method can achieve 75.5% precision performance.  

II. PROBLEM DEFINITION 

In terms of our Opinion Relation Graph, it put forward a 

chart-based co-ranking steps to approximation the confidence 

of each candidate or individuals. So there are two imperative 

problems:  

 How to arrest the opinion relations  

  That uses the following equation to 

calculate the opinion affairs between opinion targets and 

opinion words  

 How to guesstimate the confidence of each candidate 

with graph co-ranking.  

 Where N  is the edge set of the graph G = (V, N, T) 

named as opinion relation graph, means that there is 

an opinion relation between two vert ices and 

   Means the weight of the edge   which 

mirrors the opinion association. For the first problem, we take 

up a monolingual word alignment model to arrest opinion 

relations in sentences A noun/noun phrase can come across its 

modifier through word alignment. It additionally employs a 

partially-supervised word alignment model, which performs 

word alignment in a partially supervised framework. After 

that, we obtain a large number of word pairs, each of which is 

composed of a noun/noun phrase and its modifier. We then 

calculate associations between opinion target candidates and 

opinion word candidates as the weights on the edges.  For the 

second problem, it exp loits an accidental walking with restart 

algorithm to broadcast confidence among candidates and 

calculate approximately the confidence of each candidate on 

Opinion Relat ion Graph. More particu larly, it penalizes the 

high-degree vertices according to the vertices’ entropies and 

incorporates the candidates’ previous acquaintance. In th is 

way, ext raction correctness can be improved. 

 

 Objectives: 

 The investigate dilemma is extract ing the opinion 

targets and the opinion words and detecting the 

opinion relations among the words 

 Obtaining opinion relations among opinion targets 

and opinion words using the model called the word 

arrangement model.  

 Partially-Supervised Word Alignment Model 

 

III. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

The ext raction of opinion targets and opinion words is 

considered as a co-ranking process. All the nouns/noun 

phrases in sentences are considered as opinion target 

candidates, and all the adjectives/verbs are regarded as 

opinion words are assumed .The each applicant will be 

assigned a confidence and the applicant with h igher self-

confidence than a threshold are extracted as the opinion 

targets or opinion words. To assign a confidence to each 

applicant, the basic inspiration is the confidence of a applicant 

(opinion target or opinion word) it is communally determined 

by its neighbours i.e. according to the opinion associations 

among them. Simultaneously, each candidate may influence 

its neighbours. This is an iterat ive process. To capture the 

opinion relations and calculate the opinion associations 

between opinion targets and opinion words a monolingual 

word alignment model is used.  A partially-supervised word 

alignment model, In Figure 1 shows which performs word  

arrangement in a partially supervised structure is employed. 

And, a large quantity of word pairs, each of which is 

composed of a noun/noun phrase and  its modifier are 

obtained. Then links between opinion target candidates and 

opinion word candidates as the weights on the edges are 

considered. The formulation of opin ion relation is recognized 

as a word alignment process, which consists of copying of 

sentence to generate a parallel corpus. The measure word 

alignment model is usually taught in a totally unsupervised 

manner, which may not get  precise alignment results. Thus, to 

improve alignment performance, a partial supervision on the 

sign model and a part ially-supervised alignment model to 

include partial alignment links into the arrangement process is 

employed. Here, the partial position links are regarded as 

constraints for the trained alignment model.  

 
Figure 3.1: Framework of the system. 

 

After mining the opinion associations between opinion target 

candidates and opinion word candidates, a complete Opinion 

Relation Graph is constructed. Then the confidence of each 

opinion target/word candidate on this graph is calculated, and 

the candidates with higher confidence than a threshold are 

extracted as opinion words as shown in Figure 3.1. 

IV. SYSTEM AND MATHEMATICAL MODEL  

 

4.1 Word Alignment Model 

WAM formulate opinion relat ion identification as a word 

alignment process. It employs the word-based alignment 

model [3] to perform monolingual word arrangement, which  
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has been extensively used in several responsibilities such as 

collocation ext raction [2] , tag suggestion [5] and reviews 

.And every sentence is simulated to produce a parallel 

quantity. A bilingual word alignment algorithm is applied to 

the monolingual situation to align a noun/noun phase 

(potential opinion targets) with its modifiers (potential 

opinion words) in sentences. Formally, g iven a sentence 

with n words 

C = { , ,........ }, the word alignment  

N = {(®, ) |i           can be obtained as  

....................................................1 

where (®, ) means that a noun/noun phrase at position ® is 

aligned with its modifier at position There are several word 

alignment models for usage, such as IBM-1, IBM-2 and IBM-

3 . We select IBM-3 model in our task, which has been proven 

to perform better than other models for our task [6]. Thus, we 

have 

(N|C)   n( | )  t( | ) d(j| ,n). 

.........................2 

 where there are three main factors  t( | ) , d(j| ,n) and 

n( | )   

that model different information to indicate the opinion 

relations among words ( | )  models the co-occurrence 

informat ion of two words in corpora. If a word frequently 

modifies a noun (noun phrase), they will have a higher value 

of t ( | ). 

For example ,in reviews of cell phone, big often co-occurs 

with phones size. Therefore, big has high association with 

“phone’s size. D (j| ,n) models word position informat ion, 

which describes the probability that a word in position  is 

aligned with a word in position j.  

n( | ) describes the ability of a word for “one-to many” 

relation, which means that a word can modify (or be modified 

by) several words.  denotes the number of words that are 

aligned with    

For example Iphone4 has an amazing screen and software. In 

this sentence, amazing is used to modify two words: screen 

and software.  

 

Figure. 4.1. Digging opinion relations between words using 

the word alignment model under constrains.  

 

The following alignment results shown in Figure. 4.1, where 

NULL means the null word. And from this example, can 

observe unrelated words, such as this, a and  and, are 

associated with themselves. There are no opinion words to 

modify Phone and has  modifies nothing; therefore, these 2 

words may align with NULL. For example, in rev iews of cell 

phone. Big often co-occurs with phone’s size; therefore, big 

has high association with phone’s size.  

 

V. EXPERIMENTAL RES ULTS  

5.1 Data Sets methods and Estimation Metrics  

There are 2 datasets to evaluate our approach. The first dataset 

is the Customer Review Datasets (CRD), which includes 

English reviews of some products. CRD was also used in [1],  

[3]. The second dataset is Large which includes three corpora 

with different languages from three domains including hotels, 

mp3s . For each domain in Large, we randomly crawl 6,000 

sentences. Additionally, the opinion targets and opinion words 

in Large were manually annotated as the gold standard for 

evaluations. 

 

Table 5.1: Detailed information of dataset 

Dataset Domain Language #Sentence #OW #OT 

Large Hotel  

MP3 

English 

English 

6000 

6000 

398 

872 

872 

922 

   

CRD 

D1 

D2 

English 

English 

597 

346 

172 

182 

109 

98 

Three annotators are involved in  the annotation process. Two 

annotators were required to judge whether every noun/noun 

phrase (adjectives/verbs) is an opinion target (opinion word) 

or not. If a conflict occurred, a third annotator makes a 

judgment for the final results.. Statistical informat ion of each 

dataset is shown in Table 1, where #OW and #OT stand for 

the numbers of annotated opinion words and opinion targets, 

respectively. The method in [16] is used to identify noun 

phrases. We select precision (P), recall ® and F-measure (F) 

as the evaluation metrics  

 

5.2 Introducing Methods versus State -of-the-art. 

 

For comparison,  selecting the following methods as baselines. 

 Hu is the method described in [1]. It used nearest 

 ehavior rules to identify opinion relations among words. 

Opinion targets and opinion words are then extracted 

iteratively using   bootstrapping process 

 DP is the method proposed by [3]. They designed several 

syntax-based patterns to capture opinion relations in 

sentences, and used a bootstrapping algorithm (called Double 

Propagation) to extract opinion targets and opinion words. 

 WAM uses an unsupervised word alignment model 

(described in Section 4.1) to mine the associations between 

words. A standard random walk based algorithm, described, is 

used to estimate the candidate confidences for each candidate. 

Subsequently, candidates with high confidence will be 

extracted as opinion targets/words. 

 PSWAM is the method described in this paper. It 

uses a partially-supervised word alignment model to mine the 

opinion relations between words. Next, a graph-based co-

ranking algorithm ( is used to extract opinion targets and 

opinion words. 
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Table 5.2.1: Experimental Opinion Target Extraction 

Results on Large 

 

Methods  Precision  Recall  F measure 

HU  60 65 62 

     DP 67 69 68 

OWAM 73 82 77 

PWAM 78 83 80 

 

Table 5.2.2: Experimental Opinion Target Extraction 

Results  on CRD 

 

Methods  Precision  Recall  F 

measure 

Hu 75 82 78 

Dp 87 81 84 

OWAM 86 85 83 

PSWAM 87 84 85 

  

Table 5.2.3: Experimental Opinion Word Extraction 

Results  on Large  

 

Methods  Precision  Recall  F 

measure 

      Hu 50 67 57 

           Dp  59 66 62 

OWAM 60 71 65 

PSWAM 64 72 68 

 

 

Table 5.2.4: Experiment Opinion Word  Extraction 

Results  on Customer Review Dataset  

 

Methods  Precision  Recall  F 

measure 

HU              60 65 62 

      DP 67 69 68 

OWAM 73 82 77 

PWAM 78 83 80 

 

In reviewing these comparative methods, we see that Hu 

represents those methods based on nearest  ehavior rules, DP 

and Hu represent syntax-based methods, and Ours WAM and 

Ours PSWAM represent word alignment based methods. The 

patterns in his method are specially designed to extract 

opinion targets. Therefore, the results for opinion words are 

not taken into account.  The parameter settings of Hu, DP  are 

the same as the original papers. In Ours WAM and Ours 

PSWAM, we set = 2 when using the word alignment 

model to capture opinion relations among words. In Ours 

WAM, we set some value to indicate the impact of prior 

knowledge.  The results of the opinion target extraction on 

each dataset are shown Figure 5 and 6. The results of the 

opinion word ext raction are shown in Tables 5 and 6. In these 

tables, “P” denotes precision, “R” denotes recall and “F” 

denotes F-measure. Significance is tested using paired t-test 

with p < 0:05. The wavy line denotes the improvement made 

by Ours PSWAM against Ours WAM is statistically 

significant. 
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Figure 5.2.1: Comparison among different opinion relation  

methods for opinion target extraction on Large 
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Figure 5.2.3: Comparison among different opinion relation 

methods for opinion target extraction on CRD 
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Figure 5.2.3: Comparison among different opinion relation  

methods for opinion word extraction on Large.  
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Figure 5.2.4 : Comparison among different opinion 

relation  methods for opinion word extraction on CRD 

 

In Figure 5, 6, 7 8 , The differences against the corresponding 

worse performance between WAM and PSWAM are 

statistically significant .These differences are significant for 

opinion word extraction in all domains. This is because the 

syntactic patterns used in SP are high-precision, which can 

only capture a portion of the opinion relations in sentences. 

Only those targets/words that satisfy the given syntactic 

patterns can be extracted. It may lose many potential opinion 

targets/words. The WAM and the PSWAM utilize word 

alignment instead of syntactic patterns to identify opinion 

relations among words. Accordingly, more opinion relat ions, 

rather than just the relations defined by syntactic patterns, can 

be obtained. Therefore, the methods based on an alignment 

model have better recall. Moreover, the PSWAM has better 

precision than the WAM.PSWAM even obtains competitive 

precision compared to the SP. This is because the alignment 

performance is improved by using partial supervision from 

high-precision syntactic patterns. Thus, it proves the 

effectiveness of our partially- supervised alignment model for 

opinion target/word extraction. In the figure 9, the negative 

and positive feedback is measured in terms of customer 

reviews and feedback given on the products. 

` 

  

 
 

Figure 5.2.5: The chart representation of negative and 

positive feedback in costumer reviews  

 

6.4 Prediction Performance: 

Naturally, the connections in social media networks are not 

harmonized. Dissimilar connections are connected with 

characteristic relations. Example can be given is one person 

might sustain connections all together to his friends, family, 

college classmates, and colleagues. This relationship 

informat ion however is not always fully available in reality. 

Mostly, we have access to the connectivity information 

between users, but we have no idea why they are connected to 

each other. This heterogeneity of connections limits the 

effectiveness of a commonly used technique—collective 

inference for network classification. A recent framework 

based on social dimensions  is shown to be effective in 

addressing this heterogeneity. 

In Figure 10, the chart representation of the  ehavior of the 

particular customer who surf the particular product in 

respective month is shown in the below  snapshot.in this 

below figure, the Lenovo phone is most viewed than the 

Samsung and htc. 

 

 
 

Figure6.4: The Prediction of the usage of product in 

respective month. 

 

VII. FUTURE SCOPE 

The complexity of opinion mining must be hidden from end-

users before it will take the true centre stage in an 

organization. Business use cases can be designed, with tight 

constrains, around data mining algorithms.  

 Discovers relationship in data  

 Customer who purchase product also likely to purchase 

optional insurance product  

 Classifying customer as highly, medium, low profitability 

or loss. 

 Assign keyword to text for future text mining.  

 

 

VIII .CONCLUS ION 

This paper proposes a novel approach to extract opinion 

targets by using PSWAM. Compared with prev ious syntax 

based methods, PSWAM can effectively avoid parsing errors 

when dealing with in formal sentences in online reviews. And, 

compared with the methods using unsupervised alignment 

model, PSWAM can capture opinion relations more precisely 

under the constrains of partial alignment links. The 

experimental results proves the effectiveness of our method. 

In future work, we wouldn’t extract opinion targets only using 

opinion relations 
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